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Spin-Peierls ground states and frustration in a niulti-band l'eierls-1lil)bbard model

]L. lti6der(°), A.R. ljishop(b), and J. Tinka Gaminel(O)
(a) Physikalishes Institit, Universitdt Bayreuth, W-8580 Bayreuth, F.R.G.

(b) Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(c) Materials Research Branch, NCCOSC RDT&ZE Division (NRaD), San Diego, CA 92152-5000

We discuss the consequences of including both electron-phonon and electron-electron couplings in
multi-band models, focusing on numerical studies of a one-dimensional two-band model in the inter-
mediate regime for both coupling strengths. Spin-Peieris as well as long-period, frustrated ground
states are identified, reminisent of those found in antifrromagnetic next-nearest neighbor (ANNNI)
models. We speculate on experimentally observable signatures of this rich phase diagram.

1992 PACS: 75.30.Fv, 71.45.Lr, 71.38+i, 64.70.Rh

Multi-band and multi-orbital models have recently magnetic (AF) or spin-density-wave (SDW) to charge-

been much studied, primarily due to their relevance density-wave (CDW) to semimetallic. This same model

for high-temperature superconductors (HITC) [I]. At can be considered as: a model of CuO chains or a ID ana-

for hihm petrsuchmodel s rcanduexhibit interesting and log of the models used for CuO 2 planes in oxide supercon-
stoichiometry, such models can eeresin ductors [10]; a 3/4-filled analog of the the organic con-unusual ground states, such as electron-phonon (c-ph) ductor polyacetylene; a model for charge-transfer salts

driven incommensurate long-period (LP) or superlattice sucIo as TTFT nQo a model of neutranic ts

(SL) phases [2]. Here we show that a one-dimensional such as TTF-TCNQ; or a model of neutral-ionic transi-

(1D), two-band (2B) model with competing electron- tions [11]. If one considers the two orbitals to be on the

electron (e-e) and e-ph interactions also exhibits at sto- same site, this HIamiltonian is also related to the Kondo

ichiometry interesting magnetic behavior: namely, LP Hamiltonian used to describe heavy fermion and other
frustrated or spin-Peierls (SP) phases in the intermedi- valence fluctuation materials. This model yields quanti-
frustrated orgime spibPetween (P) st hasesy intitael rm i-e tative fits for the MX chain compounds to a variety of
ate regime between the strongly electron-electron (e-e) eprmna aa(pia bopin annsetacorrelated antiferromagnetic (AF) iirfiit and the strongly experimental data (optical absorption, Raman spectra,
e-ph correlated large lattice distortion (LD) limit. Sim- susceptibility data, ESR, etc.) [8, 9]. Unusual magnetic
ar compelated lPhargelattice fdistortin aniferrmagSic- behavior in strong magnetic fields has also been reportedilar complex LP phases are found in antiferromagnetic

next-nearest neighbor (ANNNI) models with competing in one MX system [12], which may be experimental sup-

magnetic interactions [3]. Doping into such SP phases port for the phenomena discussed here.

may induce unusual pairing mechanisms in ID or in the Our model ID, 213, PIIH is [8,9]:

2D version of this model, relevant to I+TT [ + .,.Ic.,o
Considerable effort has gone into solving effective one- + ,(C1+l-v +C 14 (

band (IB) models. For dominant e-e interactions Zhang
and Rice [4] derived in the context of JITC, due to the + [fI - 81 (b, + 61-1)]cto cj.
separation of energy scales, an effective 1B t-J Hamilto- )
nian using a Wannier singlet basis. Imada [7] has sug- +-E-, 1 a
gested that inclusion of an c-ph dependence of the ef- 1Uniln:l + 2A(6, - t}"• +
fective spin interaction J is crucial, as it leads to the
opening of a spin gap, important for singlet supercon- where 4,, (ci,o) creates (annihilates) an electron at site
ductivity. Here, we stress phenonena for which keeping I with spin a, and Al (d,,) and X (p,) Wannier or-
the full 2B model with both e-e and e-ph interactions is bitals are situated on even and odd sites, respectively.
essential. These effects are generic in the sense that their Each M 2 X 2 unit cell has 6 electrons, or 3/4-filling. No
existence is not dependent on the exact analytic form of non-bonding orbitals were included in the ID Ilainilto-
the couplings or the specific parameters used. nian, and effective springs were used to model these and

We study the 1D, 2B, 3/4-filled, tight-binding Peierls- other such elements of the structure not explicitly in-
Hubbard Hamiltonian (PHI ) developed [8, 9] to model cluded [13]. Parameters are: the on-site energy (electron
an interesting class of 1D compounds - halogen-bridged affinity) cj (c( =--x=eo), electron hopping (to), on-site
transition-metal linear chain complexes (MX chains) - (/3fi,Ix) and inter-site (a) C-ph coupling, and on-site
which exhibit tunable behavior ranging from antiferro- (U(A,Ux) v-c repulsion. a, is the natural length of flie
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FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram in the strongly cor-
FIG. 1. to=O phase diagram of an infinite chain for related limit showing frustration of the effective antiferromag-
ix/PjM=-l, Ux/Um=1. The dashed line is the parameter netic couplings due to the partial real-space occupancy of the

path used for. Fig. 4 and + the point in Fig. 3. Note that low-lying levels induced by MX hybridization.
changing P is equivalent to moving along a line through the
origin.

rameters determine the broken symmetry (if any) of the
ground state, and the nature of electron or hole doping

M-X spring K, and 6, is the relative displacement of into those states. Indeed, the similarity is even stronger

the atoms on an N site chain at sites I and 1+1. bi because the nominal filling at stoichiometry is essentially
is determined (self-consistently) by minimizing the to- the same in both MX and oxide IITC materials - 3/4-
tal energy ET, O9Er/06,=0. The change in average MX filling of 2 bands and 5/6-filling of 3 bands, respectively

bond length a, a=E1 6b/N, and the pressure P are re- Furthermore, both AF and CDW HTC compounds ex-

lated by OET/OP=Na, yielding P=K(al-a+D) where ist (e.g., LaCu 20 4 , BaBiOa), much as for MX corn-
D = t (21Jtn,. -- c(cI.c:+i~u +t +I,,cs,¢))/NK. We pounds (e.g., NiCI, PtCI, respectively). We stress the

work at fixed a. We have used both mean-field (Hartree- MX class has the advantage of essentially continuous

Fock) and exact diagonalization to study- this model [8]. tunability between these extremes. Finally, even in the

Upon doping, the multi-band nature is manifested in lo- context of AF-based HTC materials the role of e-ph cou-

calized intrinsic defects - expected on the basis of effec- pling is increasingly appreciated [1], where, upon doping,

tive 1B models [15] to be electron/hole symmetric and the same local competition of AF and CDW as in MX

chargeless, spinless, and/or distortionless - which ex- compounds occurs and can induce strong local LD in a
hibit electron/hole asymmetry [14] and local charge, spin, strongly magnetic background [6], as observed in doping

and/or LD character [8,9]: for example local LD around and photodoping spectroscopy [17].

"rr gnetic" polarons in an AF such as NiCI or NiBr [9]. In the CDW case with large LD, typical of many MX

Ne Lr phase boundaries, even at low defect concentration, chains, a first approximation is to approach the material

modification of the background (stoichiometric "ground as decoupled X=M=X trimers and M monomers. In-

state") can also occur [16]. deed, optical absorptions in PtCI chains are very close
to the monomers and trimers in solution [18]. Similar

Tuning o e , ti , UM, and Ux is essentially a 1D analog of decoupled-cluster limits can be formulated for the other
theoretical discussions in 2D which focus on the p-d hy LD phases, though the analysis does not add significantly
bridization in HTC materials. There, as here, these pa- to the understanding from the analytic U=0 limit [8] and

TABLE I. The a=a =0 constant volume period-4 phases, occupancies, distortions, energies, and effective an-
tiferromagnetic spin correlations J in the to-.0 limit. Here t=to/eo, u,,.,=Uf.x/eo, bn.:=3j..x// , and
6(l)K/=dxx(cos L-sin L)-dM(cos L+sin !L) defines dimensionless X(M) sublattice distortion order parameters dx(df).

phase XMXM dM dx DV/i 2ET/(,oN) Jef/co 0

MAF |-1---I- 0 0 2b,+bn u,-1 is ='(4u,+ m-u+4) -
CO 2uz,(u,,,-u,+2)'(2um -us +4) -

XAF t-l-l-l- 0 0 b,.+2bm u.+l jXX= t'(4u,-um.-4)Co 2u.(u.-Um,,-2)'(2u, -u.-4) . ..

MIX 11-.-b- 1 b, 3  -b.+bM U- -b2M +2 _(UM,+u.)
2 - (u.-2'-+b22-b4 )(,,.2-b. Ob,,,)

CDW =.=j-1- b,. 0 2b, +bm u.+Au•,l-b2 odes
BOW .=-1-1= 0 b, b,+2b,, U,.+,+V-b24 or

-AIVM~~(~ f/v)TJT J - .M-1'
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FIG. 3. to dependence of the difference in singlet and triplet -
energies for the CDW, MIX, and MAF phases at the point
indicated by the + in Fig. 1, obtained by exact diagonalization
of an N=16 site system. For small to, this corresponds to 0.00 - - ' " _
excitations of the effective spin-Hamiltonian H 4JS 'Si+-
with energy 4.1 MM in the MAF phase and 2JMx in the MIX
phase, whereas in the CDW phase this reflects the Peierls . .- 2 4

gap. The dotted lines are the perturbative expressions for
JMM,JMX from Table I. 6 uy,,

FIG. 4. Exact diagonalization: (a) lattice distortion ampli-

t0=0 limit (described below). tude, (b) total energy ET, and (c) n.n. and (d) n.n.n, spin

For large (positive) co, a reasonable starting point for correlations as a function of UM/eo for to/eo=0.5 and N=16
for MAF, CDW, and MIX phases. Other parameters are as in

interpreting the effects of including e-e and e-ph cou- Fig. 1. The charge densities have essentially the fo0= values
plings is an effective 1/2-filled, 1B model focusing on shown schematically in Table I.
the M d.2 orbitals [15]. For zero e-e correlations, when
on-site e-ph coupling (/3) dominates, the ground state
exhibits X-sublattice LD with an accompanying CDW
on the M-sublattice (CDWAr phase). When the intersite allow , Ie lower band is not completely full, and now

e-ph coupling, a1 f f =at 0o/(2eo), dominates, the case is there , effective AF coupling between neighboring

reversed: X-CDW and M-LD (bond-order-wave (BOW) halide ýs, Jxx (dominant when Ux is dominant), as

phese). Typical e-ph phenomena (phonon softening, soli- well as M and X sites, JMX. JXX and JMX are not

tons, etc.) are found [15]. The full 2B model leads to present in 1B models [20]. In fact, when the splitting

qualitative modifications such as removal of the DOW due to the e-ph coupling /3 is on the order of U and eo,
phase [8], and electron-hole asymmetry of defect absorp- the AF state with neighboring M-X pairs singly occu-

tions [14]. Our focus here is on intermediate to large e-e pied can become the ground state, as shown in Fig. 1.

correlations (large UM), where in the 1D, 1B limit one ex- This implies, in contrast to the 1B case, that the combi-

pects a SP phase with an effective AF coupling between nation of e-e and e-ph coupling in the 2B model drives,
M sites [4,5, 19]. in addition to the non-magnetic CDW and BOW phases,

To understand the consequences of e-e correlations for three (competing) SP phases: one on the X-sublattice

a multiband model, we first examine the zero-hopping (XAF), one on the M-sublattice (MAF), and one involv-

limit. The period-4 (P4) phases for to=or=O are listed in ing MX pairs and large LD (MIX). Since JMM, JKX,
Table I. The phase diagram for parameter values near and JMX are all AF couplings (J > 0), they obviously

the CDW/AF crossover (relevant to MI or NiX materi- cannot all be simultaneously satisfied and the systern is

als), is shown in Fig. 1. The phase diagram is more corn- frustrated, as shown in Fig. 2. It is straightforward to

plex for Ux,I3xIj>UM,! MI and/or fix//3M>O, where the derive from fourth-order perturbation theory in to an ef-

hybridization-driven competition is most effective. When fective t, JMX, JMM, Jxx model in the large U limit;

to0-, all spin excitations are isoenergetic. For t0#0, AF the resultant J's are listed in Table I. When only one of

correlations develop and one can treat the problem in the J's dominates, one can numerically check this esti-

terms of an effective spin mode!l. Wjtluut coupling be- mate Lj coi.-paring the energes oi the sin-!t- knrl pilct

tween the two bands, the lower, X-like (for eo>0) band ground states (at fixed LD). Fig. 3 shows good agreement

is full and non-magnetic, while the upper, M-like band for small to. Note that the CDW phase has an entirely

is 1/2-full with one electron per M site (when e-e repul- e-ph driven AF component: even when the X(M)-LD is

sion is dominant). The on-site c-ph coupling /3 leads to a large, some residual M(X)-sublattice magnetization re-

splitting of the upper band which competes with an AF mains.

ordering of the spins caused by the effective AF coupling For parameters where the LD is large and driven by
between neighboring metal sites, JMM (as in the effective the on-site e-ph coupling /3, and/or the Ifubbard U terms
IB case). When hybridization between the two bands is are large, the zero-hopping phase diagram is close to the

3
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to=O limit (described below). - tude, (b) total energy ET, and (c) n.n. and (d) n.n.n. spin

For large (positive) co, a reasonable starting point for correlations as a function of UM/eo for to/co=0.5 and N=16for MAF, CDW, and MIX phases. Other parameters arc as ininterpreting the effects of including e-e and e-ph cou- frMF DadMXpae.Ohrprmtr r sipinterpretisangt effectsve ofincluding 1B ade-l f cousg o Fig. 1. The charge densities have essentially the to=0 valuesplings is an effective 1/2-filled, lB model focusing on shwsceailyinTbe.

the M d,2 orbitals [15]. For zero e-e correlations, when

ohi-site e-ph coupling (9) dominates, the ground state
exhibits X-sublattice LD with an accompanying CDW
on the M-sublattice (CDW phase). When the intersite allow he lower band is not completely full, and now
e-ph coupling, &*jff=ato/(2eo), dominates, the case is there i effective AF coupling between neighboring
reversed: X-CDW and M-LD (bond-order-wave (BOW) halide ts, Jxx (dominant when Ux is dominant), as
phase). Typical e-ph phenomena (phonon softening, soli- well as M and X sites, JMX. Jxx and JMx are not
tons, etc.) are found [151. The full 2B model leads to present in 1B models [20]. In fact, when the splitting
qualitative modifications such as removal of the BOW due to the e-ph coupling 0 is on the order of U and e0,
phase [8), and electron-hole asymmetry of defect absorp- the AF state with neighboring M-X pairs singly occu-
tions [14]. Our focus here is on intermediate to large e-e pied can become the ground state, as shown in Fig. 1.
correlations (large UM), where in the ID, lB limit one ex- This implies, in contrast to the lB case, that the combi-
pects a SP phase with an effective AF coupling between nation of e-e and e-ph coupling in the 2B model drives,
M sites [4,5, 19]. in addition to the non-magnetic CDW and BOW phases,

To understand the consequences of e-e correlations for three (competing) SP phases: one on the X-sublattice
a multiband model, we first examine the zero-hopping (XAF), oneon the M-sublattice (MAF), and one involv-
limit. The period-4 (P4) phases for to=r=0 are listed in ing MX pairs and large LD (MIX). Since JMM, Jxx,
Table I. The phase diagram for parameter values near and JMX are all AF couplings (J > 0), they obviously
the CDW/AF crossover (relevant to MI or NiX materi- cannot all be simultaneously satisfied and the system is
als), is shown in Fig. 1. The phase diagram is more com- frustrated, as shown in Fig. 2. It is straightforward to
plex for UxI/xl>UM,t3 MI and/or ftx/IP>O, where the derive from fourth-order perturbation theory in to an ef-
hybridization-driven competition is most effective. When fective t, Jmx, JMM, Jxx model in the large U limit;
to0 -0, all spin excitations are isoenergetic. For to$0, AF the resultant P's are listed in Table I. When only one of
correlations develop and one can treat the problem in the P's dominates, one can numerically check this esti-
terms of an effective spin model. Without coupling be- mate by comparing the energies of the singlet and triplet
tween the two bands, the lower, X-like (for co>0) band ground states (at fixed LD). Fig. 3 shows good agreement
is full and non-magnetic, while the upper, M-like band for small to. Note that the CDW phase has an entirely
is 1/2-full with one electron per M site (when e-c repul- e-ph driven AF component: even when the X(M)-LD is
sion is dominant). The on-site e-ph coupling P leads to a large, some residual M(X)-sublattice magnetization re-
splitting of the upper band which competes with an AF mains.
ordering of the spins caused by the effective AF coupling For parameters where the LD is large and driven by
between neighboring metal sites, JMM (as in the effective the on-site e-ph coupling P, and/or the llubbard U terms
113 case). When hybridization between the two bands is are large, the zero-hopping phase diagram is close to the
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actual phase diagram. Ia Fig. 4 we show tile LD, total Hlamiltonian spanning tile range of complex broken syu,

energy, and spin correlations obtained by exact diago- metry ground states. The recent device proposals for

nalization on a ring of 16 sites as parameters are varied photovoltaics, etc., [22] serve to underscore the excit-

along the line shown in Fig. 1. As U1 M increases (LD de- ing consequences of this richness. We believe that ex-
creases), we observe a sharp transition from M-M charge perimental investigations of the template [23] and pres-

coupling (CDW) to M-X spin coupling (MIX) to M-M sure dependence and high (magnetic) field behavior of

spin coupling (MAF), in agreement with the to=O results. pure and doped MX materials in the LD/AF cross-over
(Since for finite systems the phases are strongly pinned regime, such as Pt!, NiBr, or their mixed-metal or -halide

by the LD, we can follow competing phases across phase analogs, will continue to yield interesting insights into the

boundaries.) For larger to, the couplings change more nature of intrinsically multiband effects and the compe-

smoothly, and charge disproportionation, M-X spin cou- tition between e-e and e-ph interactions.

pling, and M-M spin coupling coexist, with the phase of Acknowledgements We thank with X.Z. Hluang, A. Sax-
the LD passing from CDW through MIX to BOW as the eia, J. Shi, and K. Yonemitsu, for important discussions,
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the intersie e-ph coupling a is large. We have com- cess was through the Advanced Computing Laboratory
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the phase diagram, as the many competing metastable LANL, where this work was begun.
states significantly complicate the analysis. An a-driven
SL phase has recently been found in a 2D, 3B model of

HTC CuO2 layers [6]. Such SLs may be viewed as an or-

dered array of discommensuration defects with respect to

a nearby commensurate order (e.g., P4). In view of the

effective J's discussed above, it may be natural to model
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12.1 7 rudSaeat xini~ao h xeiet consistent approximation for tme q tasia iticle propagator withiJ15 GrtindStae ani Ecitnion of ileExteded the background troated in the !;pin) wave approximation (Kane.
1iilstsord Model. I-LGACLIAN0, S.ItACC AND tIltCttA~ti M.MAR-rIN Leo and Read, Schmitt-Rink, Varma and RUckenstein) The
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Chamipaign.- thing exact diagonalization results are used to Compare the background spin configuration
techniquies we study the 1D and 2D Hlubbard model with first-neighbor around the moving hole in the U-, Kondo-fietsenberg and
Coulonib interaction, V. The ground state energies as well as static Three-Band models, The asymptotic form of the spin deviation
and dynamic correlations are calculated as functions or the local inter- is dipolar for the t-J model, as predicted by Shratman and
action U, V and doping concentration. Wie will discuss the phase di- Siggia, but not for the other models The spin on the oxygen is
agramn of the modi I in the (U, V) plane, which beside the CDW-SDW not zero, and varies with the wavevector in the lowest band in
transition at half-tilling, has a broad region where phase separation the Three-Band and Kondlo-Heisenberg models
take place. We will analyze also, the effect of V in thle superconduct- This work was partially supported by Grant No. MOS 972-88-
log properties of the model. G-0002 from U. S. Defense Advanced Research Projects

Ageuicy and the State of Texas at the Texas Center for
Superconductivity.

12:24
J15 8 Monte-Carlo Simulations 91f ani Extended Hubbard 113:12
MýAe~l' C. S. WANG and ANIKET BHArrACHARYA,
UJnive.rsity of M~arylann.--A three-band extended Hubbard J15 12 ouasi article Fnrqilien in a__Two-Bamji-
model in the two-dimensional CU0 2 plane has been suggested InelvrCourlinoq Model for a High-TI'Sure--
to contain the essential features of high temperature conductor. W.A. RAINE and W.N. MATHEWS Jr.,
superconductivity. The phases of the hopping integrals Georgetown U.--- Much of the recent literature
between nearest -neighbor copper-oxygen sites, td. and that on the hicih-T ,layered, cuprite superconductorns
between nearest- netghbor oxygen-oxygen sites,,t are emphasizes týhe necessity of including both
often approximated to yield the same signs for al ipping oxygen and copper bands and, more recently,
integrals. Monte-Carlo simulations indicate a rather interlayer correlations, in theoretical models
sudden phase separation with holes localized either on of these materials. Accordingly, we construct a

copr or oxygen sites, when I tip t: Such a iiamiltonian that takes into account these
drastic separation would not occur if t~ic appropriate requirements, and we uric this tmtoin
phases of the hopping integrals were taken into account, together with existing decouplin'q methods and
Instead, the densities on copper and oxygen sites become extensions thereof, to calculate the super-

smooh fnctins f ~conducting state quasiparticle energies. Our
smooh fnctons f iPP'result is a generalization, that contains

"*Supported by NSF (gr..nts No. DMR-8901453). corrections due to the interlayer parameters, of
the quasiparticle energies for the corresponding
equivalent one-layer model. These corrections

12:36 also indicate the presence of two superconductor
J15 9 The Phase Diagram of Doped Oxidp Stuperconductors, gaps, a result that is in agreement with recent
the role of direct p-p2 hoppie Peter S. Riseborough, findings. Coupled equations for the energy gaps
EoIyle~ctnic University. --- A phase diagram for the electron and hole concentrations in each band can be
and hole doped high temperature Oxide superconductors is obtained and solved self-consistently, which

calulaed usng raliti tiht iningmodl or he provides a starting point for investigating the
electronic states in the Copper-Oxide planes. The effect of the exsnc ofgpastoyin hsem erl.
coulomb interactions between the electrons in the Copper d
shells is accounted for, in the mean field approximation, tusing 113:24
the slave boson technique. The effect of the direct hopping of J 15 13 Of A R Cf1i$ISA BIUTlES9..P JF! TQYJ1jFQ'1BQN-
electrons between the p orbitals on nearest neighhoring Oxygen PJ1ONON COUPLING IN THlE SINC - ItA~t
ions has a dramatic effect on tile metal-insulator phase HOJLSTEI1N- HUB BARD T -IEORY..0F•LRCiJ1PtATJ;_
boundary. A strong asymmetry between the electron and hole SIJPERCONDUCTORS A. J. FEDItO, MISI), Argonne National
doped systems is predicted. This asymmetry may be inferred Laboratory ("), and J. ZIIONG and 1L.BI. SCII TTTIELU, Ct-niter for

fromexprimntaldat whch yeld rnas~tes f te ~Sisnulationall Physics, Ulniversity of Georgia (-I.1- From a uiultiple
band (NIB) Ilubbard model, we derive- the effective single-band (Sit)

partcleeffctie mss.linear electron-phonon (Ell) couplings (if tile correlated 21) CssO7 o
duction electroin system to the displacements of iii platte anid out-of

12:48 plane oxygen atoms. %Ve identify thme re-levant completing groundttltae
J15 10 Cluster Calcu~lations of mid-gaps satcLs~inhi Tc SuPerconductors phiases, associated with anl EI'-drivemm charge ,iistability, itt t he zero
A. SAUL,. Division Fiic bandwidth (t = 0) limit aiid predictýE a tiovel. doailto -iniimtimed, coexisterit

_________ _ _ I cli ban ed enid ty wav= (C) li it ) ari d pre ict e i ase(I iidi 't t.
del tiber-tado-r-8250, 1429 Buenos Aires Altol; 'NtINA. sodM. cagdestwve(AVardpi nii ae(S ')ol-dla.

WEINMAN. lkartmeot dePisia ie ~ŽAic!a CndesadaC.XI, nar;-filling with a CI)W ~v/rxTb amd a SI)W 2X12-siipercell, te-St,q,-
t.Jovcrsdadutoennade~auiCbL~~fl4lp~AA-. tively. lie show that, as a consequence of the. PraricL.(oudomi litimciptk-.

We have perfornmed %emiemnpiricat clccrtrinic Atnicturc talciilaiions for Cu()
clusteri wilh different chamrge andI clute,;Ir gcoitnetrv, wvith 4, 5 and 6 osygens even a very strong EP coupling will have oinly a negligibly smnall elffect oin
nearcitt neighbors of the copper mtorn. We find a charge trsnsfer gap of 2eV the observable electronic and spin excitations tii the tiridoped, insulating
its the three cases, for thc itechiomentric charges, hut Icvcts iniiide filegap ap. groundstate phsase of the cuprates.
peati with doping. For the planar cluster (C:uO,) they appear with clecto~in (") Supported by U.S.D.O.E., TIES-Materials Sci emces, ('ontract No. %V-
doring andi are mosttly of copper character but for chllters with apical nay. 31.109.ENG-38.
iteils they appear only with hole doping Andi Are irrimtly oft apical1 oxygeni (+I) Suptported hy thme National St-ienci. I'muniatioti unider Granit No
character Ibis has suggecsted a model of An alloyv madte tip of doped sAil t)MR.80I11878 And bly the Untiversity oft (eorgiA Oltit, v of the Vi(e I'rvs
unditfird clusterit that ik itiefuil to explain recrent phuotuot-tntinun and sofl x-ray [dent for ltesevarcli,
absoirption esperimenlit 'thi model al-wo milgjmsA rriliton between Tic arid
the ptroperly nrsri,,.-ltivrl itopant rtnrentrallimi 13:36
13:00 JIB 14 spiln-Peleris rudSnen4uiAol

J 15 1 ~fra MUlti-Drnd Rh-trýaJt1tbmrtLMQdv1. X1 TINKA GAMt-
a~rr, -andI~4~2 M ETRad0 .d latr MEL, Naton! Ocrain Syer~n.it Crnfrr, 11 116DERt. Uvinsrr~titit

flNFMLgi yoult hous-ton ... We construcrt the solution of InrstttdAl ll~\LssAm'NbomtIm~nan~
the Schrddinger equation for n single hole In an %Vt' dilfint.% tilhr. ruOttwocsnf tttcrlittlit liollitlttii
antiferromagnet that corresponds to the lowest order self tilrsttii tuitt electroit-erct rott eomtlilitip', Iit tumilt i hnminit ttssdt'li
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A ft er briefli discussing two analytic limtits---the large INNbbatrd states are found, SiMilai to thosr in, ANNNI rnodels. We sper
11 (4rintiferromagnetic) limit and the strongly distorted (hond- ulate on possible ex ion ivnzt ally observable' signature~s of this
or c Iiarge- dcnsi ty- wave) limit -~ we focus on (exact) nurmer- richi phase diagram.
ica~l studies of a one-dlimensional two-band model, developed
for halogen bridged transition metal linear chain complexes
(MX chains), using parameter values in the intermediate regime Work at UB partially supportedl by SFB213, and woik at
for both the electron- electron and electron- phonon couplings, LANL supported by the US DOE. JTG is currently supported
where unusual spin-Pieirls or long-period, frustrated ground by a NRC-NOSC Research Associateship

SESSION J16: HTSC: LOCAL ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Wednesday morning, 18 March 1992; Room 144 at 11:00; T. Egami, presiding

* invited Paper

11:00
J16 I Internal Structural Models of Superconductive Cluster Compounds.
KARIN M. RABE, Yale University.

Both Chevrel compounds. MyMog0hB..xO(ll Sn, Pb, E"., Cu,...; Ch S , Se, Te), and AxC60 (A =K
Rb, Cs) contain anionic metallic clusters weakly coupled by metallic cations. Chemical and struc-
tural trends in these materials reveal many anomalies which the present model, motivated by the
observed proximity of high-Tc superconductivity to pressure and compositional phase boundaries
and low temperature lattice instabilities, explains for the first time. In this model, there is a
stress-driven phase separation on intermediate length scales into a well-crystallized primary
phase and a poorly ordered second phase or array of extended defects stabilized by the presence
of the primary phase. If this second phase is electronically distinct, profound effects on the
properties of the material may result. In Chevrel compounds, formation of a semiconducting second
phase, related to the low temperature rhombohedral-triclinic lattice instability and the effect
of substitutional oxygen defects and associated large local strains on crystal structure and Tc.
can account for anomalies in the pressure dependence of Tc and transport properties in the super-
conducting and normal states1 . In doped C60, the second phase forms a connected high-To supercen-
ductive matrix, marginally stabilized by fcc crystallites2. In general, the second phases need
not support the coherent scattering necessary for detection through x-ray diffraction experiments.
Rather, their presence must be inferred from observed chemical trends in structure, stability and
properties.

1J. C. Phillips and K. M. Rabe, submitted to Europhysics Letters.2K. M. Rabe. J. C. Phillips and J. M. Vandenberg, to be published in Physical Review B.

Contributed Papers IPNS. Even though the average structure is the same,
local atomic structure is found to be different from the

11:36 ideal LA,CuO. structure. The shifts in atomic positions
J16 2 Structural Phase Transitions In Doped and are in the order of up to 0.1 A. The deviation is
Undooed La2CuO. M.K. CRAWFORD, R.L. HARLOW, E.M. temperature dependent. For the 14d.6 composition
MCCARRQN and W.E. FARNETH, DuEont. J.D. AXE and H. distribution in the interatomic 0-0 distances exhibits
CHOU, Brookhaven National Laboratory, 0. HUANG, a change near 60K. The observed structural changes are
National Institute of Standards and Technology. --- La2CuO4 related to the LTT - LTO phase transition which is
exists in several structural modifications which are related by known to affect superconductivity. Differences in the

localstructure of those two phases will be discussed.CU0 6 octahedra rotations about the (110) or (1 ¶0) axes of Work atthe Univ.. of Pennsylvania was supported by NSF
the high temperature I41mmm phase. We have used' through grant KRm 90-01704.
synchrotron x-ray and neutron diffraction to study phase
transitions Involving such octahedra rotations In La2CUO 4
samples which have Isovalent and/or allovalent substitutions
at the L83+ sile. These structural transformations profoundly 12:00
effect superconductivity for reasons which are not completely J16 4 Anomalous X-Ray Scatterjiig _ tuJLP La U T1,-11
understood. Furthermore, there Is some evidence for a Cuj,,,,Ni.ZnOd. S. N. EIIRLICII, hi. A. CASTRO, S. A.
commensurate electronic or magnetic Instability at a doping iiOFFMAN and S. M. DURBIN, Purduie 4liLiv - Anc-im I us x-
level of 1/8 hole per Cu atom In these systems, We will ray scattering mecasurements were made on Laj.ssSroejCuO 4, at
discuss these Issues In light of our recent experimental 40 K superconductor, with and without dopants of magnetic Ni
results. and non-magnetic Zn in order to determine the dopant site ilL.

cuponey distfibution. We are Investigating the effects of dopAntli
MK. Crawford et at., Phys. Rev, 8 44, 7749 (1991). on T, which appear to be sensitive to the magnetic character of

the impurity. In order to interpret changes in T, in these samples
111:411 it Is necessary to know what sites tbe Ni and Zn atom& occupy

,ilO3 Lta1 te.( itustu. o 3t~ntin ad ~In the lattice structure. We meaurted the intensities of several
~nedLanhanu conarOrids. . ft ledyla, T Ilmi, reflections, and also did fluorescence EXAFS mesoirements, for

iatw of Fajiliylvafita- M. IK. Crawford, It. M. McCarron, each sample at energies below and above the K absorption edito of
Pon~t do Nespura. -. The local atomic structure ofr Ni, Cu and Zn. The EXAF'S measurements were used to calculate

La,,.NSr,,00 4,And LAj,,,~,,Nd8r,11Cu0, VAN studied by the strucibre factor for each of the above elements as a function
Pair distribution function (POP) Analysis of the neutron of energy. The site distributions of these elements is determined
peeler diffraction data, take" at the 39PD station at by Aitlingi the measured intensity datta to the intensities calculated
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